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mutual assistance! to the detriment of the
strike funds and the militant problems confront-

ing the unions! The regarding of the labor unions
as organizations which strive to attain but a part-

ial improvement within the frame of the cap-

italist structure not in the least taking upon

itself the task of revolutionary overthrow of the
entire capitalist system! Such was the old labor
union movement the old trade unionism! Upon

this background the Gomperses of America could

directly bargain with union votes at presidential
elections! Upon this background the Legiens of
all countries could transform the labor unions in-

to mere tools of the bourgeoisie !

The New Unionism

Will the labor unions continue to follow along

the old, out-wor- n, reformist in reality bourgeois
path ? THAT is the most important question con-

fronting the international labor movement !

We are deeply convinced that this will not happen.
Through the suffocating structure of the old labor
unions a fresh breeze blows ! The "factory commit-

tees" that are being created in England, the "in-

dustrial councils" of Germany, the new crystaliza-tio-n

centers within the French syndicates, "the
Union of Unions", as the Triple Alliance in Eng-

land, the fresh currents in the trade unions in

America all this is indicative of the fact that
within the labor unioh movement of the whole
world a fundamental revaluation of values is
taking place. Before our very eyes a new labor
union movement is forming! What must be its
characteristic traits?

The new labor movement must cast overboard
all remants of the craft union narrowness. It must
ordain instead an immediate struggle, hand in

hand with the Communist Party, for the dictator-
ship of the proletariat and the soviet regime. Tt

must abandon the reformist patching of the worn-o- ut

capitalist garments. It must keep in the fore-

ground the weapon of the general strike in com-

bination with armed uprising. The new unions
must introduce the principle of most rigid cen-

tralization and organization by industries and hot
by craft. The new unions must strive for the ac-

complishment of actual control by labor over in-

dustry and, afterwards, with the overthrow of
capitalism, to take an active part in the organiza-
tion of production by the victorious woVking class-

es. The new unions must wage a revolutionary
struggle for immediate socialization of the basic
industries keeping in mind that without the
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inauguration of soviet power by the proletariat
no serious socialization is possible. The new unions
must systematically banish from their midst that
strata of "leaders" bureaucrats which is
wholly permeated with bourgeois ideology, which
is altogether incapable to direct the revolutionary
combat of the proletarian masses. The new unions
must effect that cleaning within their ranks which
was accomplished a few years ago by the Russian
labor unions and which is now undertaken by the
labor unions of Germany and many other count-

ries.
The Lesson Of The War

The lesson of the war has not been lost. The
proletarian masses will have their say. The labor
unions can no longer limit their task to a strug-
gle for an additional cent or a dollar. Fantastic
prices for articles of first neiessity reigning now
all over the world make completely illusionary
these "victories" of which the old type of union-

ists are so proud. The labor aniens will either
perish of their own exhaustion or else will change
into truly militant organizations of the working
class.


